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T703 - WX3 Work Jacket
Collection:  WX3
Range:  Workwear
Shell Fabric:  Titanmill Plus Canvas: 65% Polyester, 35%
Cotton Canvas Peach Finish
Outer Carton:  18

Product information
Contemporary work jacket that fits as good as it looks. Made from durable
poly-cotton canvas fabric, this jacket feels good but is also built to last.
Innovative design features like stretch panelling provides excellent comfort
and flexibility in key movement areas. Other key features include Ezee Zip
technology,  pre-bent  sleeves,  longer  back  length,  adjustable  cuffs,
reflective trims, and multiple pockets for ample storage.
WX3
Portwest WX3™ technical stretch workwear balances comfort, versatility
and aesthetics. Products are designed to the highest standards and offer a
solution for everyday activity and working environments. Constructed with
cutting edge fabrics giving superior abrasion resistance and exceptional all-
day  comfort.  Ingenious  design  solutions  on  fastenings  and  pocketing
systems give unrivalled fit and security.

Workwear
The workwear collection offers a range of designs and fittings suitable for
many end uses. Only the best quality fabrics and construction techniques
are used guaranteeing comfort and safety. Tested to withstand the rigors of
everyday  wear,  each  garment  has  been  carefully  designed  and
manufactured to ensure optimum quality at the best price.

Features
Modern styling with contrast piping●

Ideal for corporate wear and personalization●

Back vent for breathability and comfort●

4-way stretch fabric for ease of movement and added comfort●

Ezee Zip™ allows for quick and easy fastening even while wearing●

work gloves

*Registered Community Design●

Zipped chest pocket●

Innovative stretch panelling in key movement areas provides excellent●

comfort and flexibility

Durable soft polycotton canvas for high performance and maximum●

wearer comfort

Pre-bent sleeves allow for increased freedom of movement●

Dropped hem with side tabs and stud adjusters ensure an optimal fit●
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T703 - WX3 Work Jacket
Commodity Code: 6203331000

Test House

Wash care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
T703DRRS 43.0 28.0 55.0 0.9000 0.0662 5036108382774 15036108867278
T703DRRM 43.0 28.0 55.0 0.9200 0.0662 5036108382767 15036108867261
T703DRRL 43.0 28.0 55.0 0.9560 0.0662 5036108382750 15036108867254
T703DRRXL 43.0 28.0 55.0 1.0090 0.0662 5036108382781 15036108867285
T703DRRXXL 43.0 28.0 55.0 1.0450 0.0662 5036108382798 15036108867292
T703DRRXXXL 43.0 28.0 55.0 1.0940 0.0662 5036108382804 15036108867308


